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Letter from Executive Director 
Faye Steinhauser

In 2020, Project Prosper empowered clients with knowledge, 
skills, and resources to navigate a new environment that included 
Covid-19, job and income instability, and a new appreciation for 
the country’s essential workers, a role many of our clients hold. 
Of the 19 active borrowers we had in 2020, 4 borrowers either 
increased their monthly payments or paid off their loan early 
and just 4 other borrowers asked for loan payment deferments. 
Additionally, we introduced a Loan Portal which allows borrowers 
to apply for a loan online and check their balances, as well as 
digital payments through Zelle which have been a resounding 
success. We had the unique opportunity to move Financial 
Literacy and Micro-Enterprise classes online which our clients 
navigated easily and, in some cases, allowed us to reach clients 
who would otherwise not have been able to attend classes. Finally, 
we created several special topic classes that addressed current 
concerns like how to obtain a government stimulus check and 
how to ask a creditor for a deferment or smaller loan payments.

As we look forward to 2021, we are focusing on using our new 
digital environment in innovative and impactful ways. We are 
exploring fully online and self-paced Financial Literacy classes 
that will eliminate our current geographic constraints and ease 
clients’ time and travel constraints. Additionally, we are adding 
a new debt class to address a topic which is top of mind for 
many of our clients, perfecting an accounting course for Micro-
Enterprise clients, and expanding our program outreach.

If you are just learning about our work or have known about 
us for years, thank you for your interest and support of Project 
Prosper in ways big and small. I look forward to another year 
of empowering our clients through education and loans with 
the care, kindness and expertise of our wonderful team.

Faye Steinhauser 
Executive Director , 
Project Prosper
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Financial Literacy Program

Project Prosper has continued to support clients through the 
program amidst the challenges presented by the unprecedented 
events of 2020. We transitioned the financial literacy program 
to a virtual platform to alleviate the COVID—19 health concerns 
and accommodate participants, partners, and host sites. In 
addition to reducing health risk, we increased awareness of 
financial relief efforts brought about by the pandemic. This 
included how to avoid financial scams, when to expect economic 
recovery checks as well as the best use of these funds, along 
with out traditional classes. While we learned how to navigate 
the virtual environment our classes offered an opportunity to 
educate those previously unable to attend in-person sessions.

Despite great efforts to deliver financial wellness resources 
across the region, we experienced a decrease in number of 
classes, sites, and volunteers. Additionally, limits on gathering 
reduced the number of student hours and individuals reached 
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but, despite this, in 2020, we facilitated 109 classes 
at 12 ESOL class sites with 25 volunteers for 181 
learners. Seven classes were taught in Spanish, and we are 
considering including other languages in the future after 
more exploration of the needs in Tampa Bay. Finally, we 
reached a record high number of 31 new dedicated and 
trained volunteers to better serve our clients. Thanks to 
their contributions and experience, we have been able to 
increase reach, impact, and effectiveness of the program.

Item 2020 2019 2018
Financial 
Literacy sites

Hillsborough: 4
Pasco: 2
Pinellas: 8
Total: 14

Hillsborough: 6
Pasco: 1
Pinellas: 11
Total: 17

Hillsborough: 12
Pasco: 1
Pinellas: 7
Total: 20

Number of 
Financial 
Literacy 
classes

109 139 151

Financial 
Literacy 
student 
hours

650 1504 1766

Number of sites

96*
2015

2016
91

2017
105

2018
151

2020
109

*Student hours and classes in 2015 
include 3 high school classes 
where classes were offered.

Number of classes

14
2015

19
2017

20
2018

17
2019

12
2020

17
2016

650 hours
of classroom 
instruction in 2020

25 volunteers
helped deliver classes

2019
139
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Micro-Enterprise Program

While immigrants and refugees have always been a group 
which is interested in entrepreneurship, job instability 
in 2020 created an even greater interest in opening a 
small business. This year we were thrilled to once again 
partner with Radiant Hands and offer another round of 
Micro-Enterprise classes to a group of 12 mostly female 
clients from countries including Afghanistan, Sudan, and 
several countries in the Middle East. The 5-class series 
covered the basics of business structure, strategy, finance 
and marketing and culminated in clients creating a 
simple business plan which they presented to the class.

In 2020, Project Prosper was also approached to 
develop a basic accounting course and a QuickBooks 
demonstration course to help budding entrepreneurs 
understand and manage their finances. Accounting was 
an entirely new subject for many of our entrepreneurs 
but clients navigated the new terrain with ease. We 
look forward to seeing these new entrepreneurs grow 
successful businesses using their new knowledge.

.

Client age range

25–61

Business industries

food

transportation

retail

services 
like lawn 
care

After taking classes, 
clients reported 
they would:

Research opening 
a new business or 
open a new business

Apply for a 
business loan

Look for a business 
mentor

Write a detailed 
business plan
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Loan Program

As can be expected, 2020 was a very unusual year for Project 
Prosper’s Loan and Mentorship Program. In a huge departure 
from prior years, we received only 4 new applications, 
which was a significant change from 2019’s record year for 
applications. In keeping with the committee’s dedication to 
preserving the long-term viability of the loan program, only 
2 new loans were deemed qualified for approval in 2020.

The impact of the pandemic 
on our committee’s operations 
cannot be ignored—aside from 
making it more difficult for the 
committee and our staff to 
interact with potential borrowers 
and raise awareness of our loan 
program, we were also forced to 
stop having in-person committee 
meetings for loan reviews, as 
well as in-person borrower 
interviews, loan presentations, 
loan closing ceremonies, 
and mentoring sessions.

Despite these challenges, volunteers continued to serve our 
borrowers at a time when they truly needed our assistance 
more than ever. As our local economy shut down in an effort to 
contain the coronavirus, 4 of our existing loan clients were forced 
to request deferment of loan terms due to financial hardship 
caused by the pandemic. Since March 2020, the committee has 
approved a total of 17 deferred payments, and those borrowers 
have worked closely with their mentors to keep their finances 
as on-track as possible. One of these borrowers was able to 
pay off her loan after 3 months in deferment, in part due to 
some in-depth assistance from her mentor, who helped her 
resolve a difficult situation with a mortgage loan. Other mentors 
coached our clients on calling and negotiating with creditors 
and gave assistance with applying for unemployment benefits.

The mentoring aspect of the committee has been invaluable to 
our borrowers even outside pandemic-related hardships. One of 
our borrowers who paid off his loan in 2020 shared his gratitude 
for the assistance he had received from his mentor in helping him 
navigate the process of buying his first home. Another borrower 
benefited from the expertise of his mentor regarding how to start 
a new business. This highly personalized mentoring is a large part 

Loan Closing on Zoom with 
(clockwise from upper left) 

borrower Felipe, staff member 
Karen, Loan Committee Vice 

Chair David, and mentor/
Board member Ron
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of the reason that the loans granted by Project Prosper’s Loan 
Committee have an exceedingly low default rate. During 2020, 
we had a total of 8 loans fully paid off, 2 of which were paid 
off earlier than required—and 4 of the borrowers qualified 
for the matched savings grant after successfully completing 
not only their loan repayment, but also completing their 
financial literacy and mentorship program requirements.

We continued our efforts to improve and streamline our 
clients’ overall program experience as well. Eleven out of 
the 12 currently active loans are using the online Loan 
Portal, where borrowers can now more easily track their 
loan information, including loan balance, last payment, 
and information on self-interest accrued. The information 
is available in either English or Spanish. The Portal also 
has created a way for interested applicants to more easily 
submit the required documents when applying for our loan 
program. Two of the 4 loan applications received during 
the year came in through the Portal, and those applicants 
gave very positive feedback on the Portal’s ease of use.

Additionally, we saw continued expansion of the use of 
Zelle during the past year. Zelle is a payment option that 
allows our clients to make secure payments on their loans 
digitally. In the past year, 10 out of 12 borrowers used 
this system to make their monthly loan payments, with 
no reported issues regarding payment processing.

A new component to our processes this past year was 
the compilation of data gathered from Post-Loan surveys. 
We received feedback from 20 former borrowers who had 
completed the loan program in an attempt to analyze 
the short-term and long-term impacts on the lives of our 
borrowers and their families. We are especially interested 
in determining if our program plays a significant role in 
establishing employment security and financial stability.

The initial results are encouraging. The respondents to the 
survey identified 26 dependents as directly being financially 
supported by the Project Prosper borrower, and these numbers 
do not include family members that our borrowers were known 
to have been partially supporting back in their home countries. 
And the contribution to employment security is clear—the 
top 4 reasons our borrowers gave for receiving a loan were:

Top 4 reasons for 
receiving a loan were:

1. to purchase or repair 
a vehicle needed 
to access their job; 

2. to pay fees to allow 
them to continue 
working legally; 

3. to start or expand a 
small business; and 

4. to obtain 
professional 
training or 
certifications.

During 2020, we had 
a total of 8 loans 
fully paid off

17 of 20 borrowers 
reported increases in 
annual salary during 
the 2 year loan term

70% of borrowers 
kept in touch with 
their mentors after 
the program
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1. to purchase or repair a vehicle needed to access their job;

2. to pay fees to renew work authorization or green 
cards, allowing them to continue working legally;

3. to start or expand a small business; and

4. to fund the purchase of books, equipment, or pay tuition to 
allow them to obtain professional training or certifications.

We are also starting to see 
positive evidence that after 
participation in our program, 
our borrowers’ incomes trend 
upward—17 of 20 borrowers 
reported increases in annual 
salary during the 2 year loan 
term, and these increases 
ranged from 4.17% to an 
amazing 300%, with the 
majority of former borrowers 
reporting double-digit 
increases in annual income.

The surveys also revealed 
that 70% of borrowers kept 
in touch with their mentors 
after the program’s required 
number of meetings had 
already been met, and the majority of borrowers indicated that 
they continued to seek personal or financial guidance from 
their mentor after the program requirements were fulfilled.

Over the longer term, there seems to be a clear relationship 
between access to credit and financial stability. By establishing or 
improving their credit through the Project Prosper Loan Program, 
55% of the respondents to the survey reported that they were 
able to obtain other loans after having received our loan—with 
2 of the borrowers having achieved their dream of becoming 
homeowners. Both of those new homeowners reported that it 
was crucial to have their Project Prosper mentor at their side to 
guide them through the complicated process of buying a home.

While in this unusual year our number of new loans 
dropped off significantly, Project Prosper is proud of 
the work we do and inspired by the hope that we can 
continue to empower our borrowers to reach for their 
dreams through financial stability and inclusion.
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Project Prosper’s Impact
Here is what clients say about Project Prosper’s 
impact after their participation in programming:

“I enjoy attending the class online every time. 
Thank you for providing the online classes for 
us and thank you so much for helping me.”

“The budgeting class really helped 
me think about my spending.”

“I learned all about the expenses when you 
own a car. I didn’t know there were so many 
other expenses than the car and gas.”

“I worked with my mentor in the Loan Program 
to buy a home this year. I never thought I 
would be able to own my own home!”

“I want to open a business in the United States 
so I can earn more money and give back to the 
community. I learned so much in the Micro-Enterprise 
classes that I will use as I start my business.”
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Age 14+38+80+38+30Under 21

21–30

31–45

46–59

Over 60

Region of origin81+5+15+13+10+17Latin America

Africa

Asia

Eastern Europe

Middle East

Other*

Income52+38+54+44+12Under $15,000

$15,000–$24,999

$25,000–$36,999

$40,000–$61,999

Over $62,000

26%

19%

27%

22%

6%

58%

3%

11%

9%

7%

12%

Length of time in the US

Male

Gender

37+63+C63+37+CFemale

37% 63%

*includes Europe other than Eastern Europe,  US, 
Puerto Rico, Haiti, and no response

7%

19%

40%

19%

15%

Financial Literacy Participant demographics*

*Due to difficulties in collecting demographic data during Covid-19’s virtual classes, data shown is 
from 2019.

Less than 1 year 28%
1-5 years 44%
6-10 years 11%
Over 10 years 17%
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Development Report

11th Annual Breakfast for Loans & 
Literacy: Starting a New Chapter

On October 22, Project Prosper hosted its 11th Annual Breakfast for 
Loans & Literacy and its first virtual Breakfast. Though the format 
was different in 2020, the heart of the event was unchanged. It 
was still a program that was all about the clients Project Prospers 
serves and how Project Prosper contributes to their successful 
integration into the economic mainstream in America.

Woven throughout the program was the story of Project Prosper 
client Werners, who fled political and economic upheaval in 
Venezuela to start a new life in the United States. Werners’ story 
was told in 4 chapters, beginning with an idyllic life as a classical 
musician and music teacher in Venezuela. As the political 
landscape frayed and the economy faltered, Werners and his wife 
began to worry about the future for themselves and their young 
son. Werners made a plan to come to the U.S., bringing very little 
with him except for his family, his oboe and his cuatro, a small 
Venezuelan guitar that was his first musical instrument as a child. 
Unfortunately, his wife, a pianist, couldn’t bring her instrument 
with her. Life as new immigrants was difficult for Werners and 
his wife. Werners explained that upon arriving in the U.S., “One of 
the challenges I faced was achieving financial stability.” Werners’ 
loan from Project Prosper helped him buy a car to make it easier 
to get to and from work. From his mentor, Werners learned 
about the importance of credit history and credit scores. He also 
learned about the steps he’ll need to take to achieve his dream of 
becoming a homeowner. “Project Prosper helped us to achieve our 
goal of becoming productive members of society,” said Werners.

The beauty of a virtual program is that participants from across 
the country were able to attend. Thanks to those attendees and 
to our event sponsors, Project Prosper raised over $62,000.

Thanks to Platinum Sponsor Raymond James Bank and 
Gold Sponsor Russell Property Management!

Breakfast stats 2020 2019 2018
Dollars raised $62,719 $59,272 $54,530

Attendees 152 unique log-ins 152 152

Borrower Werners and his 
wife performing music for 

this year’s Annual Breakfast
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Empowerment Award

Each year during the Annual Breakfast, Project Prosper recognizes 
an individual or organization that has helped Project Prosper 
move the dial on pursuing its mission. This year, Project Prosper 
was pleased to recognize husband and wife Philip Everett and 
Ellen Lamparter, who have teamed up to mentor Project Prosper 
borrowers. Philip and Ellen began volunteering as financial 
literacy instructors for Project Prosper and later began mentoring 
borrowers. They joined forces to mentor two couples who had 
received Project Prosper loans. While they have been exemplary 
mentors to two sets of borrowers, in 2020 they provided 
extraordinary assistance when they were asked if they would help 
a Project Prosper borrower navigate a very difficult situation. Like 
so many others during the course of this most difficult year, the 
Project Prosper borrower had lost his job. Philip and Ellen helped 
him figure out how to claim unemployment benefits, how to 
access services that would help him feed his family, and helped 
him contact his insurer to reduce his premium. They were also 
instrumental in helping the borrower find new employment.

In addition to volunteering their time to Project Prosper as 
financial literacy instructors and mentors, Philip and Ellen made 
a donation to Project Prosper, in memory of Ellen’s ancestors, to 
fully fund one of our interest-free loans. That first loan has been 
repaid and the funds donated by Philip and Ellen have now been 
recycled to make another loan, thus helping both of these recent 
immigrants start down the road to achieving their dreams.

Project Prosper lands Lightning Foundation Award

In January, Project Prosper’s Co-Founder, Robin Warren, was 
honored as a Lightning Community Hero. Our staff and Board 
members and a few of Project Prosper’s longtime friends were 
treated to an evening in Jabil Circuit’s suite at Amalie Arena as 
we congratulated Robin on her award and enjoyed watching 
the Lightning hockey team chalk up one more win toward their 
eventual Stanley Cup championship. As a Community Hero, 
Robin designated Project Prosper to receive a $50,000 grant 
from the Lightning Foundation. This was the largest grant ever 
received by Project Prosper and we wanted to leverage it to 
catapult Project Prosper to new heights. Portions of the grant 
were used to upgrade our website and launch our new logo. 
The bulk of the grant is being used to conduct a robust needs 

Philip Everett and Ellen Lamparter 
receive the Empowerment Award

Robin Warren, center, receiving 
the Lightning Award
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assessment and analysis, looking at financial stability organizations 
nationally and immigrant-refugee services providers locally. 
We’ll use the findings of the national and local surveys to guide 
our strategic plans for turbocharging our future impact.

Thank You to New Program and 
Long-Standing Supporters

In 2020, Project Prosper received new program support in the 
Micro-Enterprise program from Regions Bank and Bank OZK. 
Additionally, United Way was a new supporter of the Financial 
Literacy program, as was Duke Energy in Pasco County.  

We could not have made it through this year without the 
support of our long-term partners. 2020 was Project Prosper’s 
most successful and impactful year to date. This was in 
part due to the gifts of time and financial generosity from 
our community partners and volunteers. Because of these 
contributions, the contributions of individual donors, and the 
good fortune to receive a governmental PPP loan, Project 
Prosper was able to retain all staff in a challenging year. 

About the Sketch Artist

Tristan Anthony Armstrong is a passionate 
creative and musician skilled in art and 
design with career pursuits in illustration. 
Born in Florida, he immigrated with 
his Mother and two older siblings to 
England at the age of 5 and returned 
to his home state at the age of 15. His 
Jamaican heritage and British cultural 
influences have empowered Tristan’s 

diverse perspectives of the world that surrounds him. Tristan has 
been an artist since his early teen years attending secondary/
high school in England. His skill set spans the specialties of 
graphic design, illustration and sketching. His central artistic 
inspiration is Leonardo Da Vinci. Additionally, Tristan is a self-
taught violinist from the age of 13, playing both modern and the 
electric violin. Tristan is currently a Senior at Indian River State 
College in Fort Pierce Florida, obtaining his BA in Graphic Design.
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We raised over $250,000 from:

Program expenses:

Our expenses by area:

8%  
Paycheck 

Protection 
Program

25%  
individual 
donations

25%  
nonprofit/trust/

foundations

36%  
corporate 
grants & 
donations

2020 Financial Summary
2020 2019

INCOME AND CASH INFLOWS

Individual Donations $63,675.53 $58,256.62 

Corporate Grants and Donations $89,520.00 $96,000.00 

Non-Profit/Trust/Foundations* $63,999.98 $35,250.00 

Interest $0.03 $3.81 

Dividend income $1936.28 $0.00

Program Income $12,000.00 $13,500.00 

Paycheck Protection Program $20,583.00 $0.00 

Total $251,714.82 $203,010.43 

EXPENSES AND CASH OUTFLOWS**

Program Expenses:

Loan Program $63,891.47 $49,291.24

Matched Savings Program $450.00 $1,000.00 

Financial Education Program $67,073.83 $51,036.83 

Total Program Expenses $131,415.30 $101,328.07

Other Expenses:

Development $36,019.81 $33,605.53 

Administrative $5,941.01 $8,538.23 

Total Other Expenses $ 41,960.82 $42,143.76 

Total Expenses/Cash Outflows $173,376.12 $143,471.83

INCREASE IN NET ASSETS

Total $78,338.70 $59,538.60 

CASH INFLOWS

Individual Donations 25% 29%

Corporate Grants and Donations 36% 47%

Non/Profit/Trust 25% 17%

Interest 0% 0%

Dividend Income 1% 0%

Program Income 5% 7%
Paycheck Protection Program 8% 0%

CASH OUTFLOWS

Program Expenses 76% 71%

Development 21% 23%

Administrative 3% 6%
* This includes the one-time $50,000 Lightning Award.

** Note that the Expense Report does not include $3,000 spent making 2 loans 
in 2020 and the $15,000 spent making 10 loans in 2019.

7676++2121++33+CProgram expens
es

  7
6%

2020

Development 21%
Administrative 3%

7171++2323++66+CProgram expens
es

  7
1%

2019

Development 23%
Administrative 6%

6%  
program income 1%  

other
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2020

Financial 
Education 
Program: 

$67,073.83

Matched 
Savings 
Program: 
$450

Loan Program: 
$49,291.24
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES
 » Molly Auld 
President

 » Jared Abelman 
Vice President

 » David Gonzalez 
Secretary

 » Ayled Ramos 
Treasurer

 » Robin Warren 
Trustee

 » Kristin Smith 
Trustee

 » Zachary Watt 
Trustee

 » Ron Knight 
Trustee

 » Sandy Knight 
Trustee

 » Michelle Christie 
Trustee

 » John Garcia  
Trustee

 » Bala Iyer 
Trustee

PROJECT PROSPER STAFF
 » Faye Steinhauser 
Executive Director

 » Ritchmy Richard 
Program Coordinator

 » Karen O’Reilly-Diaz 
Program Assistant

PROJECT PROSPER
Summit Executive Center
13575 58th St North, Suite 107
Clearwater, FL 33760

727.266.0816

info@projectprosper.org
www.projectprosper.org

Project Prosper, Inc. is a tax-exempt organization pursuant to IRS Code 501(c)(3). A COPY OF THE OFFICIAL REGISTRATION AND FINANCIAL 
INFORMATION MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE DIVISION OF CONSUMER SERVICES BY CALLING 1-800-435-7352 TOLL FREE WITHIN THE STATE. 
REGISTRATION DOES NOT IMPLY ENDORSEMENT, APPROVAL OR RECOMMENDATION BY THE STATE. REGISTRATION #CH23333.


